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December 01, 2016

Announcement

The Sakai refinery (Sakai City, Osaka; refinery manager: Kazuto Uchino) of TonenGeneral Sekiyu K.K. (head
office: Minato-ku, Tokyo; representative: Jun Mutoh) hosted on-site learning sessions for nine second-year
students from Hamadera Junior High School on November 21 and 22. The refinery has hosted the learning
sessions, in cooperation with local junior high schools, since 2008 as one of its social contribution activities.

On the first day of the sessions, the students learned about the refineryʼs rules regarding safety, health and
the environment, and the importance of following these rules. Later, they learned about the refining
processes for turning crude oil into products, visited a console room, and toured the laboratory to observe
product testing operations.

On the second day, the students learned about the refineryʼs emergency preparedness systems, after which
they were taken to see a firefighting vehicle and a large-capacity foam fire-fighting system. They then toured
the refineryʼs land shipping facilities, where they observed tank truck loading operations.

At the end of the sessions, the students expressed their thoughts on the two daysʼ activities through
comments such as, “I found out how hard the refinery works to maintain safety,” and “I was surprised at the
number of pipes in the refinery, but I was even more surprised that the employees know exactly what all the
pipes are for.” At the conclusion of the program, refinery manager Kazuto Uchino presented the students with
certificates of completion.

The TonenGeneral Group will continue to advance its social contribution initiatives through a variety of
activities.



About the TonenGeneral Group

The TonenGeneral Group has a nationwide network of service stations operated under the Esso,
Mobil and General brands, and is engaged in business operations, centered on Group company
TonenGeneral Sekiyu K.K., which include crude oil procurement, petroleum and petrochemical
product manufacturing, and electric power supply. The TonenGeneral Group strives to contribute to
the development of a vibrant society by maintaining a stable supply of energy and offering
high-quality products and services while working to reduce effects on the environment. For more
information, please visit our website at http://www.tonengeneral.co.jp/english.

[The official language for TonenGeneral Sekiyu's filings with the Tokyo Stock Exchange and
Japanese authorities, and for communications with our shareholders, is Japanese. We have posted
English versions of some of this information on this website. While these English versions have been
prepared in good faith, TonenGeneral Sekiyu does not accept responsibility for the accuracy of the
translations, and reference should be made to the original Japanese language materials.]
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